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A Daikin US7 super efficient 7-star
rated reverse-cycle air conditioner
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Rammed earth in Margaret River
Japanese-inspired terrace
Eco townhouse subdivision & more
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A modern
townhouse
By subdividing a large site in Melbourne’s middle suburbs
to allow for two 7.7 Star townhouses, architect Marie Carrel
has bought some financial security, and created additional
housing close to employment and transport.
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Urban infill: The generous
645 square metre site is
redeveloped to
accommodate two
7.7 Star townhouses, each
with space for parking,
productive gardens and
trees. Access to the smaller
rear dwelling is to the side
of Marie’s home.

GIVE A DESIGNER A BLANK CANVAS
and let’s see what they do. Marie Carrel
of Planet Architecture took her canvas, in
Melbourne’s leafy eastern middle suburbs,
in a direction designed to secure her better
work-life balance and financial freedom.
Instead of opting for a single dwelling
on the generous 645 square metre site,
Marie decided on dual occupancy with
a largish 7.7 Star dwelling at the front
(featured here) and a smaller townhouse
slated for the block’s rear. She wanted to
maximise the site – “we need more urban
density because most of us like to live closer
to town” – and create a good financial
foundation for the future, while producing
quality, sustainable architecture. “Dabbling
in property development is a very exciting
project for me.”

Marie has nimbly solved the particular
solar and privacy challenges of this eastwest property. The home literally opens to
the sun. With lofty ceilings, the combined
living, dining, and kitchen spills onto a
generous north-facing deck. This is Marie’s
favourite part of the home and it’s easy to
see why. “The high ceiling (three metres)
gives that extra height where it’s needed,
while the bedrooms upstairs with 2.4 metre
high ceilings keep mossies within reach,”
she laughs. “This home is all about air and
light.”
Sun is shaded from the thermal mass
of the tiled concrete slab during summer,
yet reaches almost to the southern reaches
of the room in winter. The house is also
designed to maximise through breezes.
A south-facing casement window glanced
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The house is designed for the climate and features technologies including solar hot
water and photovoltaics, rainwater collection and waste water treatment systems.
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Country 		
spread
Living in the country may seem
charming and idyllic to some, but
Pamela O’Reilly endured many climatic
extremes before building a modern
farmhouse near Margaret River.
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WHEN PAMELA O’REILLY AND HER
late husband bought a property near
Margaret River more than two decades ago,
they took up residence in a former Group
Settlement house built by pioneer farmers
in the 1930s, and dreamed of running cattle
and growing grapes. “It was built to English
standards and was facing the wrong way,”
Pamela recalls. “The house wasn’t insulated
so it was stinking hot in summer and
freezing cold in winter. After Terry passed
away, I spent more than 20 years living
there.”
Pamela shelved their plan to grow
grapes and continued raising beef cattle
instead, calling on her son Paul, who lives
next door, and daughter Jennifer, who lives

in Margaret River, to help run the business.
Three years ago, after decades of driving
back and forth to Perth, Pamela decided
to embrace country life full-time. She
commissioned Paul, who is also an architect
and lives in a home he designed and
built for himself, to design her a modern
farmhouse.
“Paul had a free run with the design,”
Pamela says. “Apart from saying that I
didn’t want a skillion roof and that I did
want a traditional farmhouse verandah, I
trusted him completely.”
Taking into account his mother’s
wishes, Paul divided the house into two
parts – both with pitched roofs and timber
cladding, to resemble traditional barns –
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Big sky
views

Constructed from locally sourced materials and
designed in the style of a traditional worker’s
shed, this new family home in Trentham is
comfortable, thermally efficient and provides
views in all directions.

j
The location of the house on the 40-acre block was carefully selected to have views of town
and the mountains: “We love sitting out on the deck and watching the big sky. The
fabulous time for us is late afternoon, early evening, as the sun’s setting and the clouds are
rolling past Mount Macedon and the surrounding countryside.”
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THE AWARD-WINNING 700HAUS IS
home to Kane, Lea and their young family
in picturesque Trentham, high in the Great
Dividing Range about an hour’s drive
north-west of Melbourne. Named for the
number of metres the house sits above sea
level, 700Haus confidently unites a striking,
minimalist aesthetic with a rigorous
attention to thermal efficiency, making it
an exemplar of good residential design for a
sub-alpine climate.
The 40-acre Trentham block was
vacant when the couple purchased it in
2010. Serendipitously, they met Tim Ellis,
principal at Glow Building Design, at an
Alternative Technology Association ‘Speed
date a sustainability expert’ event. Kane
recalls “turning up with photos of our block
and saying, ‘we’re looking for somebody
that can help us build our dream.’ We spoke
to a few architects there and we both felt
that Tim was in tune with what we wanted
to do, and he was the right person for us.”
Their brief was to build a house that
fits in with the landscape and reflects the
region’s history, using a minimal range of
materials, locally sourced where possible.
Tim designed a contemporary, elegant take
on a working shed. True to the couple’s
intention to use few materials, the house’s
exterior uses only three: timber, steel and

stone, including corrugated iron cladding,
locally quarried stone for the chimney,
and blackbutt timber from local native
plantation forests for the deck.
The house needed to have low ongoing
energy use and be able to withstand the
sub-alpine conditions of the region. The
couple also wanted to take advantage of
fine views out to the Macedon Ranges
and Trentham township, which meant a
straightforward northern orientation wasn’t
going to work. Tim’s team “went back and
forth between thermal rating software and
3D modelling software” to model every
element of the design – plugging in CSIRO
data and contour points to find the right
spot for the house; modelling shadows
to check how much light would hit the
concrete slab; testing window locations to
frame a desired view. The 3D modelling
was indispensable in “bringing things
to life,” says Kane, and together with the
thermal rating software, ensured 700Haus
achieved dual outcomes of postcard-perfect
views from every window plus thermal
efficiency.
The quality of thermal efficiency, as
important as a gorgeous view though not as
visible, is attributable in part to the house’s
double stud timber walls.

a
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Daylight your home
l
Roof windows are most suited to applications where you want to
enhance amenity, such as views of the sky or surrounding
vegetation. Image: Velux
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Dick Clarke
When investigating a skylight for your home, the first
question to consider is whether you need sunlight
or just light. With the advent of solar-powered LED
technologies you can now bring ‘daylight’ into your
home or apartment without compromising the
building envelope – but if you want the real thing,
there are several energy-rated skylights on the market.
Dick Clarke explains.
I have been playing around with skylights for nearly 40 years and
have tried just about every trick to get daylight into dark places.
In the 1970s I built double glazed skylights before Velux was
heard of, and long before WERS (Window Energy Rating Scheme)
had been conceived. In the 1980s I built ‘tetrahedroid lightshafts’ (a
term invented to describe their weird geometry). In the 1990s I tried
flexible reflective shafts descending two storeys. In the 2000s I used
a photovoltaic panel to directly drive LED lights to create virtual
daylight. These have all become commercially available– except the
tetrahedroid shaft which is still unique!
You can now buy just about any kind of skylight you can
imagine to daylight your home. Skylights are of course just one
method for doing this – atriums, lanterns or clerestory windows are
others, but they are a whole other facet of bringing natural light into
your home that must be considered at concept stage, and cannot be
easily retrofitted. This article focuses on skylight applications, and
the advantages of commonly available products which can be used
to daylight your house.
DAYLIGHTING
Introducing natural light into buildings – or daylighting – has long
been recognised as extremely beneficial to human wellbeing. It also
reduces demand for artificial lighting, which can reduce running
costs and emissions. For this reason, daylighting is recognised by
the Green Building Council’s Green Star rating scheme, and also
by the even more rigorous Living Building Challenge, and by most
other environmental design tools, including BASIX in New South
Wales.
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Skylights have come a long way since the inefficient single-skin
acrylic-domed skylights which came in either clear or translucent.
They leaked masses of heat – both in and out – and in residential
applications this issue was always a problem. These skylights are
now penalised in all energy rating schemes, and have virtually
disappeared from residential use, and rightly so.
The important considerations when assessing the quality of
a skylight are the same as for windows: solar radiant heat gain
(SHGC) and conducted heat flows (insulation value, expressed as
conductivity in the U value).
WERS covers skylights but not all available products have
been rated, however this scheme is still very useful for finding the
most thermally efficient products. See www.wers.net/werscontent/
skylight-products and Your Home for more information on how heat
flows through glass.
ROOF WINDOWS
The roof window is a type of skylight that is most suited to
applications where you want to enhance amenity, such as views of
the sky or surrounding vegetation, or introduce windows into a loft.
But as in all things, it’s a question of balance. For all their wonderful
benefits, it’s a frustrating fact that every roof window will bleed heat
at a higher rate than even a moderately insulated roof and ceiling,
no matter how efficient it is. To avoid compromising the comfort
and performance of your home, you need to plan and size roof
windows carefully.
Rated roof windows
The great leap forward in roof windows came when European
products appeared with double glazing and insulated timber
frames. These are now the default choice, with common brands like
Velux and Fakro being the most recognisable; local manufacturer
Skydome also has a similar range of WERS-rated roof windows that
perform equally well.
Each comes in a variety of operational modes: fixed and top
hinged, remote or manual control, with some having the option of
low-volume ventilation to allow air exchange in cold conditions. a
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